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Abstract
This paper proposes a goniophotometric system for
measuring l
ight refl
ection on an obj
ect surface using two
commercialrobot arms and a digitalcamera.It al
l
ows
four degrees of freedom in incident and viewing angl
es
necessary for ful
lparametrization of a refl
ection model
.
Col
l
ected images are transformed as if they were al
lcaptured from the same viewing direction.A database of
measured surface refl
ection is then constructed directl
y
from the pixelvalues of the transformed images at each
individualpoint on the obj
ect surface for a whol
e set of
incident and viewing angl
es.From the col
l
ected image
database,the parameters for the Torrance-Sparrow surface refl
ection model
,such as diffuse refl
ectance,specul
ar
refl
ectance and surface roughness, are estimated. The
proposed system enabl
es two-dimensional pixel
-wise
measurement and model
ing of surface refl
ectance,and
thus,can dealwith obj
ects with spatial
l
y nonuniform surface refl
ectance.Experiments were performed on col
ored
pol
yvinylchl
oride sheets.The estimatedTorrance-sparrow
refl
ection model
s showed good agreement with the measurement data obtainedby the proposedsystem.

1 INTRODUCTION
M odel
ing l
ightrefl
ect
ion on an objectsurfaceprovides
usefulinformat
ion bot
h in comput
er vision and in comput
er graphics.For exampl
e,l
ightreflectedfrom anobject
surfaceincl
udesa l
otofinformat
ion on t
hesurfacepropertiessuch assurface reflect
ance and surface roughness.
Accurat
emodel
ing ofl
ightrefl
ect
ion al
l
owsusrendering
real
ist
ic imagesofan objectunder any il
l
uminat
ion and
observat
ioncondit
ions.Itist
hereforeanimport
antt
ask t
o
determine a 3D reflection modelbased on measurement
t
hatrepresent
st
heact
ualrefl
ect
ionbehavior ofanobject
.
Toward t
his probl
em,we firstproposed an al
gorit
hm
for estimatingvariousreflectanceparametersoft
hePhong
refl
ect
ion modelfrom a singl
e RGB image [1].We t
hen
devised a measurementapparat
us consist
ing of a col
l
imat
edwhit
el
ightsource,a t
urnt
abl
et
opl
acet
heobj
ecton,
and a six-channelspect
ralcamera on a rot
at
ing arm [2].
From t
he obt
ained mul
t
i-band images we est
imat
ed t
he
parameters of the Torrance-Sparrow reflection model,
which isconsidered morereal
ist
ic t
han t
hePhong model
.
Weext
ended t
hismet
hod t
o est
imat
et
herefract
iveindex
of an inhomogeneous dielect
ric obj
ectand successful
l
y
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rendered realistic imagesusing estimated parameters[3].
Oneprobl
em wit
ht
heproposedmeasurementapparatusis
t
hatithad onl
yt
wo degreesoffreedom in incidentand
viewing direct
ions wit
h a l
imit
ed working range oft
he
camera arm.
To sol
vet
hisprobl
em,weproposea goniophot
omet
ric
syst
em for measuring l
ightreflectionon an objectsurface
using t
wo commercialrobotarmsand a digit
alcamera.It
al
l
owsfour degreesoffreedom in incidentand viewing
angl
es necessary for ful
lparamet
rizat
ion ofa refl
ect
ion
model
.Col
l
ect
ed imagesare t
ransformed asifthey were
al
lcapt
ured from t
hesameviewing direct
ion.A dat
abase
ofmeasuredsurfacereflectionisthenconst
ructeddirectly
from t
he pixelval
uesoft
he t
ransformed imagesateach
individualpointon t
he objectsurface for a whol
e setof
incidentand viewing angl
es.Once t
he dat
abase isavail
abl
e, we can est
imat
e t
he paramet
ers for t
he
Torrance-Sparrow surfacerefl
ect
ionmodelsuch asdiffuse
refl
ect
ance,specul
ar refl
ect
anceandsurfaceroughness.
In comparison t
o ot
her met
hodsfor measuring surface
refl
ect
ion,our syst
em t
akes t
he approach ofmul
t
i-point
measurementasempl
oyed by Sat
o et al
.
[4]and Dana et
al
.
[5]in t
hatitusesimagepixel
st
o sampl
epoint
son t
he
surfaceoft
heobj
ect
,nott
osampl
eviewingangl
esasempl
oyed by M at
usik et al
.
[6]and M arschner et al
.
[7].This
approach enabl
esour syst
em t
o dealwit
h objectsofspat
ial
l
ynonuniform refl
ect
ance.

2 GONIOPHOTOM ETRIC SYSTEM
FOR REFLECTION M EASUREM ENT
2.
1 System Overview
Figure 1 shows a phot
ograph oft
he proposed goniophot
omet
ric measurementsyst
em consist
ing oft
wo robot
armswit
h sixj
oint
s,a fixedl
ightsourceil
l
uminat
ingfrom
a horizont
aldirect
ion,and a digit
alcamera.One oft
he
robotarm (M it
subishi El
ect
ric RV-4A)hol
dsan objecton
itsend and rot
atesitaround a pointon thesurfaceofthe
objectt
o change it
spose wit
h t
hree degreesoffreedom
(3DOF).Thismovementisdifficul
tt
oreal
izewit
houtt
his
kindofmul
t
i-jointrobotarm.Theot
her robotarm (M it
subishi El
ect
ric RV-2A)hangsdown a 10-bitmonochrome
digit
alCCD camera (Tokyo El
ect
ronic Indust
ry CS3920)
from it
sendandrot
at
esitina horizont
aldirect
iont
ogive
1DOF.

record specularly reflected light without saturation while
keeping diffusely reflected light well above the noise level,
we extend the effective dynamic range of the camera from
10 to 12 bits by capturing three consecutive images of the
same scene with the shutter speed doubled after every
acquisition and by combining them into a single 12-bit
image.

Figure 1. Photograph of the goniophotometric system for measuring light reflection on an object
surface using two robot arms, a digital camera, and a
light source.

Figure 2. Geometry of a target object, light source
and camera in the goniophotometric measuring system.

The pose and position of the robot arms are related to
the incident polar and azimuth angles (θ i , φi ) of the light
and the viewing polar and azimuth angles (θ e , φe ) of the
camera as follows. Figure 2 illustrates the geometry for
goniophotometric measurement. Denoting the pose of the
object by Euler angles (φ1 ,θ1 ,ψ 1 ) and the pose and position of the camera center by a horizontal rotation angle
θ 2 and a translation vector T2 , respectively, all defined
in the XYZ world coordinate system, the relative position and pose of the camera center with respect to the
object surface is given by a matrix in a homogeneous representation (1)

2.2 Image Registration for Pixelwise Reflection
Modeling
The reflection model is estimated at each pixel point on
the object surface from the database of images collected
by the goniophotometric system. It is therefore necessary
to assign a reflectance value to each point on the object
surface for any incident and viewing directions. This can
be done by registering the images as if they were all taken
from the same viewing direction with respect to the object.
For this purpose, we transform the images so that the coordinate axes of the image plane go parallel to the x and
y axes of the object coordinate system.
Figure 3 illustrates the geometry of this transformation.
Assuming that the ξη -plane of the camera-centered coordinate system after transformation, being also parallel to
the image plane, is separated by a distance z 0 from the
xy -plane, we find that a pixel (u , v) of the image after
transformation corresponds to a point (ξ ,η , z 0 ) on the
object in the camera-centered coordinate system, which
also corresponds to a point (− x, y,0) in the object coordinate system, as

−1

M = M1 M 2
ªR −1 (φ1 , θ1 ,ψ 1 )R 2 (θ 2 ) R 1 −1 (φ1 , θ1 ,ψ 1 )T2 º
=« 1
»
1
0T
¬
¼

(1)

where

ª R (φ , θ ,ψ ) 0 º ,
ª R 2 (θ 2 ) T2 º
M1 = « 1 1 T 1 1
» M 2 = « 0T
1
1 »¼
0
¬
¬
¼

(2)

and R 1 (φ1 ,θ1 ,ψ 1 ) and R 2 (θ 2 ) denote rotation matrices
defined by the Euler angles (φ1 ,θ1 ,ψ 1 ) and the horizontal
rotation angle θ 2 , respectively. The incident angles
light are then computed from the rotation
(θ i ,φi ) of the
−1
part of M 1 , which transforms a world coordinate representation of position and pose to an object-centered
representation, and from the unit vector pointing to the
incident direction n i = [1,0,0]T . Similarly, the viewing
angles (θ e ,φe ) of the camera are obtained from M −1 ,
which transforms a camera-centered representation to an
object-centered one, and from the unit vector pointing to
the viewing direction n e = [cos θ e , sin θ e ,0]T .
Images of an object surface are captured by independently combining the incident and viewing directions. To

ª ξ º ª− x º
ªu º
(3)
« η » = « y » = z 0 A −1 « v » ,
«z » « z »
«1 »
¬ 0¼ ¬ 0 ¼
¬ ¼
where (ξ ,η ) = (− x, y ) by assumption and A denotes

a 3x3 matrix for perspective projection [8].
Furthermore, the point ( x, y ) on the xy -plane of the
object coordinate system is observed at a pixel (u ' , v' ) of
the original image before transformation as


½
ª su 'º
ª xº
« sv ' » = AR 2 −1 (θ 2 )°®R 1 (φ1 ,θ1 ,ψ 1 ) « y » − T2 °¾ .
«s»
«0»
°¯
°¿
¬ ¼
¬ ¼
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(4)

3

ESTIMATION OF REFLECTION
MODEL PARAMETERS

As in the previous work [2][3], we are particularly interested in the Torrance-Sparrow reflection model in terms
of balance between complexity and accuracy. From the
registered images Iˆuv (θ i ,φi ;θ e ,φe ) , we estimate the parameters of the Torrance-Sparrow model at each point of
the object surface. Assuming that the incident irradiance is
spatially uniform as given by Euv (θ i ,φi ) = E0 cosθ i , we
formulate the reflection model at a point on the object
surface observed by a pixel (u , v) in the transformed
image, in terms of image irradiance normalized by E0 , as

Yuv (θ i ,φi ;θ e ,φe )
= α uv Suv cosθ i + β uv
Figure 3. Geometry of the image planes with respect to the object during the image transformation.

(6)

cosθ e

where

S uv :diffuse reflectance;
F (θ i ; nuv , κ uv ) :Fresnel coefficient dependent on the
complex refractive index nuv + jκ uv ;
2
2
D(φ g , γ uv ) = exp(− ln 2 ⋅φ g /γ uv ) :gloss factor

Substituting ( x, y ) in Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) then yields
the pixel position (u ' , v' ) of the original image that is
mapped to a pixel (u , v) of the new image after transformation. Thus, the pixel value of the transformed image
Iˆuv (θ i ,φi ;θ e ,φe ) is related to that of the original one
I u 'v ' (θ i ,φi ;θ e ,φe ) as

Iˆuv (θ i , φi ; θ e , φe ) = I u 'v ' (θ i , φi ; θ e , φe ) .

F (θ i ; nuv , κ uv ) D(φ g , γ uv ) ,

φ g :angle between the surface normal and the bisector
of the incident and viewing direction vectors; and

α uv , β uv :coefficients denoting the fraction of incident

energy.
We estimate the parameters α uv , β uv , γ uv , nuv either
at each single pixel or in regions covering multiple pixels
within the domain of the registered images
Iˆuv (θi , φi ;θ e , φe ) by minimizing the error functional

(5)

Note that the viewing angles (θ e , φe ) , which may be
different from those of the optical axis of the camera due
to perspective projection and also to alignment error of the
two robot arms and the camera, should be computed from
the actual viewing angle of the pixel (u ' , v' ) . Since
(u ' , v' ) usually does not coincide with an image grid
point, bilinear interpolation is employed to compute
Iˆuv (θ i ,φi ;θ e ,φe ) in this study.

J = ¦ [Yuv (θ i , φi ; θ e , φe ) − Iˆuv (θ i , φi ; θ e , φe )]2 .

(7)

u ,v

To minimize Eq. (7), we employ a nonlinear estimation
algorithm such as the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, or
perform exhaustive search over a number of combinations
of the parameters.

2.3 Camera Calibration
To compute (u ' , v' ) by Eqs. (3) and (4), we have to
know the matrix A , which consists of intrinsic camera
parameters such as pixel spacing and focal length. We
obtain A with a camera calibration method proposed by
Zhang [8], which also yields the matrix M in Eq. (1)
representing the camera position and pose relative to the
object, referred to as extrinsic camera parameters, for each
image.
One problem with this measurement system is that,
since the two robot arms and the light source are separate
apparatuses, it is difficult to make the optical axis of the
camera and the rotation centers of the two robot arms coincide. This implies that at every point on the surface of
the object observed by a pixel of the camera, the actual
incident direction (θ i ,φi ) of the light source and viewing
direction (θ e ,φe ) of the pixel relative to the object can
have errors with respect to the nominal geometry setting
predetermined by the pose of the robot arms.
Assuming no errors on the incident direction of the illumination, we only consider estimating the actual
viewing direction of the camera. We obtained a look-up
table (LUT) of the actual camera positions and poses for a
wide range of angles θ g from the extrinsic parameter
matrices M , again using the Zhang’s calibration method
[8].

4 ESTIMATION RESULTS OF SURFACE
REFLECTION
We measured surface reflection on a flat object consisting of four patches of colored polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) sheets, as shown in the top-left photograph in Fig.
4. The results are also shown by the curves in Fig. 4,
which plots average pixel values of the camera output
images over 20x20 pixels within each patch of the object.
During the measurement, the incident angle θ i of the
light source was varied from 30°to 65°in 5°steps. For
each θ i , the viewing angle θ e of the camera was
changed from 0°to 80°in 5°steps except in the vicinity of
the specular reflection angle θ e = θ i , where the scanning
step was set to 0.5°over ±15°on both sides. As mentioned
in Sec. 2.3, θ e was corrected to the actual viewing angle
for each 20x20-pixel region with the LUT obtained by
calibration.
From the measurement results in Fig. 4, we estimated
the parameters nuv , α uv , β uv and γ uv of the Torrance-Sparrow model by minimizing J in Eq. (9) by an
exhaustive search method. Table 1 shows the estimated
parameters for all color patches of the object. While the
diffuse and specular coefficients α uv , β uv have different
49

values, the refractive index nuv and the gloss parameter
γ uv each have similar values for all patches, which agrees
with the fact that the patches are all made of PVC.
In Fig. 5 we separately depicted the estimation results
for patch C by plotting Torrance-Sparrow curves for the
estimated parameters along with the measurement results.
The curves are in good agreement especially for small
incident angles θ i . The slightly different amount of shift
along the abscissa are considered to have resulted from the
difference in actual incident angle at the 20x20-pixel target regions on the object due to insufficient collimation of
the light source.
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Table 1. Parameters of the Torrance-Sparrow model
estimated from the measurement results in Fig. 4.
Patch
A
B
C
D

nuv

α uv

1.49
1.44
1.43
1.38

2.3
3.7
17
8.5

β uv

1.4×103
1.7×103
2.8×103
2.5×103

γ uv

5.8×10−2
5.2×10−2
3.8×10−2
4.7×10−2

Figure 4. Results of surface reflection measurement
by the proposed system for an object consisting of
four colored PVC patches (top-left photograph).
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